Texas Aquanauts Team

Senior
Westley Cool (CFO, 1st Year)
Joshua Bryant (Electrical Lead, 1st Year)

Junior
Andrew Zhao (Electrical Team, 1st Year)
Logan Head (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)

Sophomore
Darren Tan (CEO, 1st Year)
Chris Han (CTO, 1st Year)
Zanil Narsing (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)
JB Harvey (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)
Michael Rukavina (Mechanical Lead, 1st Year)*
Andres Rosales (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)
Joseph Reyes (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)*
Trung Luong (Mechanical Team, 1st Year)
Andrew Wong (Electrical Team, 1st Year)
Eshan Halekote (Electrical Team, 1st Year)

Freshman
Ariana Khu (Public Relation, 1st Year)*

* Not shown in group photo

TEXAS AQUANAUTS
at The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

ROV Specification
Name: SeaCow
Total Cost: $800
Safety Features:
- Bright Colors
- Propellers housed inside chassis with shroud
- Temperature and Leak Sensors
- Safety Checklist
Special Features
- Vector Thrust
- Removable Electronics Box
- Modular Design
- All custom in-house fabrication

Texas Aquanauts will be competing for the first time in the 2015 MATE ROV

Distance Traveled to International:
3400 Miles